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Overview

• Background

• Current challenges in the UK approach to tackling Fuel Poverty

• Characteristics of a better way

• The West Midlands’ Vision

• How we will deliver this

• Process and next steps
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SHAP has been working with Energy Capital and a working 
group including all the region’s LAs, the Building Alliance, ECO 
suppliers and fuel poverty agencies to develop a better 
approach for the region  
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• ERDF-funded workshops
• Study visit to Scotland
• Meetings with BEIS, Ofgem, GLA
• Preliminary meetings with obligated 

suppliers and other funders
• Inclusion in Regional Local Industrial 

Strategy and Energy and Power Deal
• Working with UKGBC and Climate 

KIC on 1 million homes initiative 



Current challenges in the English approach to tackling 
Fuel Poverty

• Delivery mechanisms are now exceptionally inefficient and ineffective 
• Scheme has lost sight of (complex) customer needs

• Dominated by financial and policy rule compliance rather than quality of delivery

• Expensive and challenging to match individual need to funding option

• Increasingly difficult to identify and access customers efficiently at scale

• Complexity acts as barrier to entry and creates artificial monopolies, de-incentivising 
innovation and undermining benefits to customers 

• Many missed opportunities (e.g., for reducing health and social care costs) 

• Funding is inadequate to the broader task 
• Increasing fuel poverty

• Failure to meet climate change targets
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Characteristics of a better way

Delivery model

• Customer-centric

• Multiple access points via many trusted (and existing) local agencies, including in heath, social care and other 
sectors

• Simple supporting scheme and processes allow these agencies to focus on customers and quality outcomes rather 
than rules and funding

• Competitive procurement and tight operations management at a manageable (regional) scale ensures best offers 
and outcomes for customers. This should include responsibilities for consumer protection and quality control.

• Stronger community leadership and awareness generates better quality intervention opportunities and ensures 
sustainable and systemic benefits, making consumer protection and quality assurance much easier  

Funding model

• Maximise opportunities to leverage private funding (e.g., working with able to pay households)

• Add significant national infrastructure funding to limited levy-based ECO, with a view to reducing ECO over time

• Quantify benefits to wider health and social care system and include these in funding case, ideally adjusting 
regulations to monetise these benefits and support development of competing business models
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Islands of best practice

• Scotland and Wales
• Warmworks

• ARBED

• Coventry
• Affordable Warmth Team working 

with targeted groups

• Energiesprong

The Scottish Model (Source: Warmworks)

Note that there are a multiplicity and diversity of local, 
largely  area-based schemes in this model, supported by very 
carefully-thought through regional-level support mechanisms 
only where this makes sense. UK government funding (ECO) 
is of last resort
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The fundamental model should be focused on 
customers

Customer in need

Successful customer outcome

Efficient Delivery Model
Cocktail 

of 
funding 

Diverse social 
policy and 
financial 

objectives
(Fuel poverty, 

climate change, 
public health,  

local economic 
development, 

financial 
return)

Social, policy 
and financial 

outcomes
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Our West Midlands’ vision has three elements around a 
central theme

Consolidated 
investment fund

Efficient, 
customer-

focused delivery 
model

Supporting skills 
and economic 
development 
eco-system
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Diverse, community-
led initiatives at scale



An efficient, customer-focused delivery model

West Midlands Householders (1.7M, 200k in fuel poverty)

Galaxy of local contact points and support agencies

Regional energy efficiency delivery agency*

Single advice and referral service

Other health, social care and 
community support agencies

* This could (and probably should) be procured competitively, as in the Scottish and Welsh models. 

Operations management platform

Dynamic, actively managed local supply chain, 
incentivised to innovate

Procurement 
Framework

Quality 
Assurance

Product 
standards

Consumer 
protection

Community 
development

Shared data/interfaces (e.g., to 
support benefit recognition)

Regulatory and policy 
mechanisms

Performance 
monitoring
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A supporting skills and economic development ecosystem

Complex, interlinked 
societal problems:
• Fuel poverty
• Health
• Climate Change
• Food Poverty

A community-
led approach to 

addressing these 
problems.

New and unique in 
scale and ambition 
across the whole 
West Midlands 

Region

This ambition sets the 
agenda for what we 

need our regional skills 
and academic 

institutions to deliver

Community leadership skills 
programme

Identification and replication 
of best practice cross-
disciplinary projects

Local supply chain 
development

Project development and  
delivery skills (incl. 
construction, installation)

Data management in diverse, 
community contexts 

The economics of scale 
approaches built on diversity

This is a provisional schematic/diagram: the content is 
currently being worked up by an WMCU working group.
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A consolidated investment fund 

National Infrastructure Funds Health and social care funds ECO Private funds

Indicative 
proportions  
only, based 
on relative 
benefits to 
each 
potential 
policy 
area/funder

Project development fund
(pre-start risk minimisation and 
effective cross-system integration)

• US and Scottish examples suggest a 
minimum scale of £30-£50M (capital) a 
year available to a region the size of the 
WM could leverage >£1bn over 10 years. 

• Depending on the urgency with which we 
decide to address climate change, the 
scale required may be much bigger

• We’ll get 15-20,000 quality individual 
interventions per £100M per year
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As a comparison, Scotland invests £125M a year in this 
area

HEEPS Area Based Schemes 
£40M

Warmer Homes Scotland £25MLoans (HEEPS) £25M

Pilots (SEEP) £25M

Capital Stimulus Programme 
£10M

Advice and Support £10.3M

ECO (leveraged) £8.5M

Home Energy Efficiency Programme for Scotland 2016/17
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We are engaging key stakeholders through a collaborative 
programme development process in 2019-20 

Secure pan-regional 
and political buy-in to 

this as a priority

Develop model 
and cost/benefit 

case

Detailed Green 
Book Case

National 
government 

approval

Procurement 
and delivery 

Regional sign-off
HMG in principle 

approval
HMG sign 

off

Target July Target 
November

• Mayoral priority
• SHAP Working Group 

involving all LAs and relevant 
parties

• WMCU Working Group
• Initial discussions with BEIS
• Obligated suppliers engaged
• Other CA’s consulted
• In LIS and RES, approved by 

WMCA

COMPLETE

• More focused task and 
finish groups

• Manufacturers Technical 
Advisory Group

• Continued discussions 
with BEIS, EON, SSE

• Open discussions with 
NIC, Health and Social 
Care

• Link to WMCA social 
inclusion and other 
workstreams

• Recruit resource

IN PROGRESS

• As required/defined by 
process

• Establish 
governance 
processes etc

• Probably start 
from Scottish 
and/or Welsh 
templates for 
ITTs, using our 
structural model
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Process and next steps

• The WMCA is recruiting a lead and providing a budget to take this work forward 
(up to Green Book stage)

• WMCU are working up a support ‘ecosystem’ proposal covering the potential 
contribution from the HE sector

• UKGBC are developing a proposal with Climate KIC and Birmingham City Council 
to focus on developing models to support large scale retrofit (to deliver climate 
change targets particularly) 

• SHAP are continuing to convene a working group to take the core workstream 
forward. This will need to become more focused now (from May meeting).
• Propose to split into Steering Group (representative of all stakeholders), Technical Advisory 

Group (Manufacturers and academics), appropriate working groups (tba in May) 
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